AMENDED PROTOCOL II

PROTOCOL ON PROHIBITIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF MINES, BOOBY-TRAPS AND OTHER DEVICES, AS AMENDED ON 3 MAY 1996, ANNEXED TO THE CONVENTION ON PROHIBITIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF CERTAIN CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS WHICH MAY BE DEEMED TO BE EXCESSIVELY INJURIOUS OR TO HAVE INDISCRIMINATE EFFECTS (Protocol II as amended on 3 May 1996)

REPORTING FORMATS

for Article 13 paragraph 4 and Article 11 paragraph 2

NAME OF THE HIGH CONTRACTING PARTY: Republic of Korea

DATE OF SUBMISSION: 26/04/2017

NATIONAL POINT(S) OF CONTACT:

Ministry of Foreign Affairs: (tel) +82-2-2100-7245 / (fax) +82-2-2100-7933 / (e-mail) smpaek15@mofa.go.kr

Ministry of National Defense: (tel) +82-2-748-6241 / (fax) +82-2-748-6208 / (e-mail) ygseo@mnd.go.kr

(Organization, telephones, fax, e-mail)

This information can be available to other interested parties and relevant organizations:

☐ YES

☒ NO

☐ Partially, only the following forms:

A ☐ B ☐ C ☐ D ☐ E ☐ F ☐ G ☐
**Form A**  
**Dissemination of information**

| Article 13, paragraph 4 (a) | “The High Contracting Parties shall provide annual reports to the Depositary […] on […]:

(a) dissemination of information on this Protocol to their armed forces and to the civilian population;” |

*Remark:*

High Contracting Party:  
Republic of Korea

Reporting for time period from:  
**01/01/2016** to:  
**31/12/2016**  
**dd/mm/yyyy**  
**dd/mm/yyyy**

**INFORMATION TO THE ARMED FORCES:**

Nil

**INFORMATION TO THE CIVILIAN POPULATION:**

Nil
Form B  
Mine clearance and rehabilitation programmes

Article 13, paragraph 4 (b)  
“The High Contracting Parties shall provide annual reports to the Depositary […] on […]:

(b) mine clearance and rehabilitation programmes;”

Remark:

High Contracting Party:  
Republic of Korea

Reporting for time period  
from: 01/01/2016 to: 31/12/2016

MINE CLEARANCE PROGRAMMES:

1. Republic of Korea made the following achievements of mine clearance.
   - Gross area: 191,019 square meters
   - Number of removed mines: approximately 134
   - Daily military participants: 362 servicemen
   - Budget: approximately $1,122,900

2. Republic of Korea sponsored UNVTF(United Nations Voluntary Trust Fund), UNDP Thematic Trust Fund (TTF) and International Trust Fund for Deminining and Mine Victims Assistance (ITF) with the amount of 500 thousand dollars.
   - UNVTF : 300 thousand dollars
     - Iraq : 50 thousand dollars
     - UNMAS Response in GAZA : 50 thousand dollars
     - DR Congo and Sudan : 50 thousand dollars
     - Lybia : 50 thousand dollars
     - Colombia : 100 thousand dollars
   - TTF : 50 thousand dollars (Laos)
   - ITF : 150 thousand dollars
     - Bosnia : 50 thousand dollars
     - Palestine : 50 thousand dollars
     - Central Asia : 50 thousand dollars

3. Republic of Korea also sponsored UNMAS(United Nations Mine Action Service) Program in Afghanistan with the amount of 2 million dollars in 2016.
   - The above-mentioned program is designed to facilitate the clearance of landmine and ERW contamination and to provide mine and ERW risk education.
- An estimated 1,566 people will directly benefit from clearance activities, and 200,000 from risk education, including 50,000 internally displaced persons (IDOs). Indirect beneficiaries are estimated at 267,932. This includes the broader population of the districts provisionally targeted for clearance (67,932) and those who are expected to receive risk awareness passed on from participants in formal risk education sessions (200,000).

**REHABILITATION PROGRAMMES:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CONVENTION ON CERTAIN CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS**
Form C  Technical requirements and relevant information

Article 13, paragraph 4 (c)  “The High Contracting Parties shall provide annual reports to the Depositary […] on […]:

(c) steps taken to meet technical requirements of this Protocol and any other relevant information pertaining thereto;”

Remark:

High Contracting Party:  **Republic of Korea**

Reporting for time period  from:  **01/01/2016**  to:  **31/12/2016**

**TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:**

Nil

**ANY OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION:**

Nil
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form D</th>
<th>Legislation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Article 13, paragraph 4 (d) | “The High Contracting Parties shall provide annual reports to the Depositary […] on […]:
(d) legislation related to this Protocol;” |

**Remark:**

High Contracting Party: Republic of Korea

Reporting for time period from: **01/01/2016** to: **31/12/2016**

**LEGISLATION:**

| Nil |
Form E  International technical information exchange, cooperation on mine clearance, technical cooperation and assistance

Article 13, paragraph 4 (e)  “The High Contracting Parties shall provide annual reports to the Depositary […] on […]:

(e) measures taken on international technical information exchange, on international cooperation on mine clearance, and on technical cooperation and assistance;”

Remark:

High Contracting Party:  Republic of Korea

Reporting for time period from:  01/01/2016  to:  31/12/2016

dd/mm/yyyy  dd/mm/yyyy

INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION EXCHANGE:  Nil

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ON MINE CLEARANCE:  Nil

TECHNICAL COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE:  Nil
Form F Other relevant matters

Article 13, paragraph 4 (f)  “The High Contracting Parties shall provide annual reports to the Depositary […] on […]:

(f) other relevant matters.”

Remark:

High Contracting Party: Republic of Korea

Reporting for time period from: 01/01/2016 to: 31/12/2016

dd/mm/yyyy dd/mm/yyyy

OTHER RELEVANT MATTERS:

Nil
**Form G  Information to the UN-database on mine clearance**

Article 11, paragraph 2, "2. Each High Contracting Party undertakes to provide information to the database on mine clearance established within the United Nations System, especially information concerning various means and technologies of mine clearance, and lists of experts, expert agencies or national points of contact on mine clearance."

**Remark:**

High Contracting Party: Republic of Korea

Reporting for time period from: **01/01/2016** to: **31/12/2016**

**MEANS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF MINE CLEARANCE:**

Nil

**LISTS OF EXPERTS AND EXPERT AGENCIES:**

Nil

**NATIONAL POINTS OF CONTACT ON MINE CLEARANCE:**

Nil